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Abstract

BitTorrent has recently introduced LEDBAT, a novel application-layer congestion con-
trol protocol for data exchange. The protocol design assumes that network bottle-
necks are at the access of the network, and that thus user traffic competes creating
self-induced congestion. To relieve this phenomenon, LEDBAT is designed to quickly
infer when self-induced congestion is approaching (by detecting relative changes of the
one-way delay in the transmission path), and to react promptly by reducing the send-
ing rate prior to the congestion occurrence. Previous work has however shown LED-
BAT to be affected by a latecomer advantage, where newly arriving connections can
starve already existing flows. In this work, we propose modifications to the congestion
window update mechanism of LEDBAT that solve this issue, thus guaranteeing intra-
protocol fairness and efficiency. Closed-form expressionsfor the stationary throughput
and queue occupancy are provided via a fluid model, whose accuracy is confirmed by
means of ns2 packet level simulations. Our results show thatthe proposed change can
effectively solve the latecomer issue, furthermore without affecting the other original
LEDBAT goals.

1. Introduction

As recently pointed out in [9], “Internet delays now are as common as they are
maddening”. The root cause for these delays can be identifiedwith the excess buffering
inside a network, which is nicknamed “bufferbloat”. Thoughthis is nothing new [10],
the situation got worse in the latest years due to mainly two facts: (i) TCP loss-based
design, that forces the bottleneck buffer to fill before the sender reduces his rate and
(ii) the fact that low uplink capacities of widely deployed ADSL and Cable modems
can translate into significant queuing delay (up to few seconds [24]).

Evidently, BitTorrent engineers were well aware of this fact. Indeed, the popular
peer-to-peer file sharing system with hundreds of millions of daily users worldwide,
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has recently developed a novel application-layer congestion control protocol for data
exchange. The novel insight in the widely explored congestion control landscape is in
this case the reasonable assumption that the bottleneck is most likely at the access of
the network (e.g., at the ADSL modem line), which means that congestion is therefore
typically self-inducedby concurrent traffic sessions generated by the same user (e.g.,
BitTorrent transfers in parallel with Skype call and Web browsing). The new protocol,
named LEDBAT afterLow Extra Delay Background Transport, is designed to solve
this issue and targets (i) efficient but (ii) low priority transfers. When LEDBAT flows
have the exclusive use of the bottleneck resources, they fully exploit the available ca-
pacity. When instead other transfers –such as VoIP, gaming, Web or other TCP flows–
are ongoing, LEDBAT flows back off to avoid harming the performance of interactive
traffic. To attain the efficiency aim, LEDBAT flows need to create queuing, as other-
wise the capacity would not be fully utilized. At the same time, due to the low-priority
aim, the amount of extra queuing delay induced by LEDBAT flowsshould be small
enough to avoid hurting the interactive traffic – hence the protocol name.

LEDBAT3 has been defined as an IETF draft [37] (which focuses more on the algo-
rithmic aspects) and as a BitTorrent Enhancement Proposal BEP-29 [32] (that instead
focuses more on the UDP framing). and has recently become theBitTorrent default
congestion control protocol, replacing thus TCP for the data transfer.

While previous research [33, 34, 8, 7, 4, 13, 36, 39, 40] on LEDBAT has shown
its potential for P2P transfers it has also highlighted someserious fairness deficiencies.
In more details, LEDBAT has a good interplay with BitTorrent-like transmissions of
short-lived chunk-long flows [39, 40]: hence, the definitionof this protocol under a
BEP document makes perfectly sense, as the performance improvement for BitTorrent
is in this case coupled to a reduction of the self-induced bufferbloat. At the same
time, LEDBAT is affected by a latecomer unfairness issue [34, 8] that arises in (the not
so uncommon) case of backlogged flows: under this conditions, latecomer flow takes
over the bottleneck resource, starving the first-comers. Assuch, the normalization of
an ill-defined protocol can have potentially dramatic effects: while the phenomenon
hardly ever happens in P2P swarm like content delivery, it can severely impact the
performance of backups, photo uploads and, more generally,long lived uploads of
home users towards their virtual storage (e.g. DropBox, Google, Windows Live, Apple
iCloud, etc.).

With respect to the normalization of an IETF congestion control algorithm, whose
scope goes beyond a specific application, though popular it may be, fairness is a signifi-
cant property that should always be taken into account for the design of any experimen-
tal or deploy-able protocol. The lack of fairness is an indication of poor convergence
properties, e.g. the algorithm is unstable because of an unwise choice of the parameters
or, more tricky, the algorithm cannot be stable for any choice of parameter. We show
in this paper that LEDBAT falls in this second category.

The main contribution of this work is to propose a modification to the LEDBAT
congestion control that, leaving untouched the design goals, solves the fairness issue

3The protocol has been christened as LEDBAT in the IETF, and asuTP in the BitTorrent BEP community:
to avoid ambiguity, we use its IETF name.
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– therefore avoiding unwanted effects at the application-layer altogether. Throughout
this paper, we make use of several complementary techniquesto study our proposal.
First, we use passive measurements to gauge the popularity of LEDBAT transfers in
the real Internet, and exploit an active testbed methodology to show the fairness issue
in current BitTorrent. We propose a modification to the original LEDBAT protocol,
to jointly achieve fairness and efficiency, and develop a fluid model to describe the
system dynamics. An analytical solution of the model provesthe soundness of our
design, while numerical solutions allow us to grasp the transient phase as well. Finally,
we use extensivens2 packet-level simulations to evaluate the LEDBAT performance
under several scenarios. Since we need to ensure that our proposal works as expected
under any circumstances, we include the general case of backlogged transfers (e.g., two
concurrent low priority backups). At the same time, we need to ensure that LEDBAT
does not harm the experience of BitTorrent users, hence we include P2P-like scenarios
involving multiple-flows and a heterogeneous network environment as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Relatedwork and motivations
are covered in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 respectively. The unfairnessissue is introduced in
Sec. 4, followed by our proposed modification in Sec. 5 along with the fluid model
and its analytical solution. More complex network scenarios are tackled by means of
packet-level simulations starting from Sec. 6, where we also compare the numerical
solution of the fluid model with simulation results. We then proceed by studying the
impact of the traffic model (e.g., backlogged vs chunk-basedtransfers) in Sec. 7, the
sensitivity of the protocol to parameter changes in Sec. 8. Lastly we evaluate the per-
formance of the protocol in P2P-like settings from a single-peer as well as a whole
swarm perspective in Sec. 9, before Sec. 10 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Congestion control studies on the Internet date back to [21]and it is out-of-scope
to provide a full review of the existing literature here. Still, a couple of references are
worth citing as they share LEDBAT low-priority spirit [41, 25, 28, 23]. For instance,
TCP-LP [25] and NICE [41] share the same goal as LEDBAT aimingat implementing
aLower-than Best Effort (LBE)service for background transfers. In more detail, NICE
extends the delay-based behavior, typical of TCP Vegas, with a multiplicative decrease
reaction to early congestion, which is actually detected when the number of packets
experiencing a large delay in an RTT exceeds a given threshold. On the other hand,
TCP-LP enhances the loss-based behavior of TCP NewReno withan early congestion
detection based on the distance of the instantaneous One-Way Delay from a weighted
moving average calculated on all observations. In case of congestion, the protocol
halves the rate and enters in a inference phase, during which, if further congestion is
detected, the congestion window is set to zero and normal TCPNewReno behavior
is restarted. At the same time, TCP-LP [25], NICE [41] differfrom LEDBAT in that
the latter aims at introducing aboundedextra delay: i.e., when queuing delay reaches
a given target, the LEDBAT protocol slows down its transmission rate to ensure the
queuing delay target is not exceeded. Notice that this is especially important for VoIP,
gaming, and all other interactive delay-sensitive applications.
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Related work has already tackled the intra-protocol fairness issue affecting delay-
based congestion control algorithms. In particular, regarding TCP Vegas [6] which is
the first example of such a family of techniques, the problem was pointed out [31] in re-
lation to (i) to route changes and (ii) to persistent congestion when multiple concurrent
Vegas flows compete at the same bottleneck. The latter is the same malfunctioning we
spotted in the original LEDBAT design: latecomer flows overestimate the base delay
because of the queuing delay old flows have already imposed inthe buffer. LEDBAT
proposers clearly took advantage of this literature when designing the protocol, for in-
stance when they adopted the same solution of [31] to the rerouting problem (i.e., by
using only the recent history of delay observations for the base delay estimation), but
they neglected the latecomer advantage.

To solve the fairness issue, researchers have followed various approaches: on the
one hand, some works try to improve the estimation of the baseRTT [13, 16, 44]; on
the other hand, others propose techniques to achieve fairness in spite of the base de-
lay estimation error [5, 27, 18, 26]. The first type of work usually relies on additional
support from the network to correct the measurement: for instance, [44] uses an out-
of-band priority packet which skips the queue and provides agood estimation of the
base delay; [16] instead adapts its parameters according tothe number of congested
routers on the path, thus relying on their feedback. Authorsof [5, 18] follow the oppo-
site approach and prove that a particular choice of parameters allows flows to converge
to a fair share of the available bandwidth. The delay based algorithm proposed in [27]
is also shown capable of dealing with noisy delay measurement, thanks to the careful
choice of the controller function. Finally, [26] proposes anew delay based AIMD
algorithm and choose a backoff factor which avoids measurement errors. Our work is
the first to study this issue for aLower-than Best Effortprotocol and to achieve together
efficiency, fairness and lower-priority. The main contribution is the reintroduction of
the multiplicative decrease component, as we correctly identify the root cause of un-
fairness in the addictive decrease component [8, 22] ratherthan in the measurement
error.

Other related work concerns the BitTorrent application. Also in this case, BitTor-
rent has not only become a largely popular application amongits users, but it has be-
come a rather popular research subject as well. At the same time, only few works have,
for the time being, focused on LEDBAT aspects [13, 33, 34, 8, 7, 4]. An experimental
approach is used in [13, 33, 36] to investigate on LEDBAT operations. In [13] BitTor-
rent developers detail a specific aspect of their implementation: namely, an algorithm
to solve the problem of the clock drift, to ameliorate the queuing delay estimation at
the sender side. In [33] we present an experimental study of the protocol, exploiting
a black-box approach, since at the time of the experiments the protocol was closed-
source. Authors in [36] instead study LEDBAT in a local testbed, employing different
real ADSL modems, focusing on the interaction of LEDBAT and Active Queue Man-
agement (AQM) techniques that are becoming commonplace in modern home gate-
ways. Finally, our recent work on the impact of LEDBAT on the swarm completion
time (using simulative [39] or experimental [40] approaches), has shown that reducing
the queuing delay results in a faster propagation of controlinformation (e.g., chunk
availabilities), which is beneficial for the whole swarm. This work not only addresses
P2P scenarios, but also considers more general settings where LEDBAT can be used
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Figure 1: (a) Proportion of BitTorrent and BitTorrent LEDBAT traffic in the wild. (b) latecomer unfairness of
the BitTorrent LEDBAT implementation in simple testbed experiment (congestion window, top; offset from
target, bottom).

as a congestion control for potentially any Internet application (including backlogged
transfers).

Most of the work on LEDBAT adopts a simulative approach [34, 8, 7, 4]. In our
previous work [34], we performed a preliminary performanceevaluation of LEDBAT
considering the default parameter settings suggested in the IETF draft, and unveiling
the latecomer issue. In [7] we instead focus on a comparison of low-priority protocols,
contrasting LEDBAT with TCP-LP [25] and NICE [41], showing that LEDBAT has
the lowest level of priority. Along similar lines, authors in [4] investigate the policies
for dynamic parameter tuning. In [8] we focus closely on the fairness issue, and iden-
tify the late-comer advantage as an intrinsic drawback of Additive Increase Additive
Decrease (AIAD) policy, as was already shown by Jain et al. inthe 80s [22, 11]. In
the case of LEDBAT we show in [8] that errors in the queuing delay measurement
can further exacerbate the problem. In this paper we bring back to light the rather
fundamental argument supporting the multiplicative decrease component of the sender
window after congestion signals, in order to ensure fairness. In particular, we focus
on the delay-based component of LEDBAT that comes into play for intra-protocol fair-
ness. It is worth remarking that such an argument is valid forany kind of congestion
indicator, delay or loss at the bottleneck link.

This work builds upon the knowledge gained in our previous effort [34, 8, 7], from
which it significantly differ. First, while [34, 8, 7] only resorted to simulation, in this
work we exploit a fluid approach, analytical techniques, simulations and experimen-
tal measurement. Also, scenarios investigated are more complex (e.g., heterogeneous
delays, multiple flows P2P-like scenario, chunk-based transmission) than our previ-
ous work, providing a more complete picture of the protocol performance. Moreover,
with the exception of [8], our previous work mainly focused on the evaluation of the
LEDBAT as is, i.e., without attempting anymodificationto the draft proposal – which
is instead the main aim of the current work. Finally, even though we proposed some
simple solutions to the fairness issue in [8], these partly failed in meeting the efficiency
goal – which we instead successfully address in this work.
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3. Motivation

Despite recent research showing an increasing importance of video over the share
of Internet traffic [3], BitTorrent still represents a significant portion of user generated
data – and due to the recent shutdown of popular file-hosting services such as Megau-
pload/Megavideo [15], we can expect the Internet ratio of file-sharing to increase again.
In Fig. 1(a), we depict, over the last few years, the BitTorrent traffic share (UDP and
TCP traffic, overall traffic) averaged at the PoP of 5 EuropeanISPs that we continu-
ously monitor [14, 17]. The dashed line represents the relative percentage of BitTor-
rent traffic carried over UDP (hence, over the LEDBAT transport protocol), normalized
over the total amount of BitTorrent traffic. Labels report a few BitTorrent application
releases over the considered period4. The figure clearly shows, soon after the release of
µTorrent 2.0.2, which first introduced data transport over LEDBAT, a steep increase of
the percentage of BitTorrent traffic carried over UDP. Notice also that, while the overall
share of BitTorrent is steady during the whole period5, the percentage of data sent over
UDP slowly increased and stabilized to about half of the BitTorrent traffic volume.
Thus LEDBAT already represents a significant portion of Internet traffic nowadays.
Moreover, as the IETF LEDBAT WG is now closing, and the draft its making its way
to an IETF RFC, this proves the importance and timeliness of the present study.

To further highlight the relevance of this study, we point out that the latecomer
unfairness we unveiled in [34] by simulation, also holds in practice, possibly leading to
severe flow starvation. We show this by performing testbed experiments of the recently
released BitTorrent open-source LEDBAT library [19]. As in[34], we consider two
PCs connected by aC = 10Mbps Ethernet bottleneck, where we emulate by means
of netem [20] aRTT = 50ms delay. The first flow starts at timet = 0 while we let
the latecomer join (and spoil) the party att = 10 s. Backlogged transfers are started
using the source code provided in [19], instrumented to produce detailed application-
level logs6. Results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 1(b), whose top portion reports
the congestion window of the two flows over time. As soon as thefirst flow starts, it
increases its congestion window until the target is reached, and then settles. However,
when the latecomer kicks in att = 10 s, the congestion window of the first-comer
drops until starvation. The situation persists untilt = 50 s, at which time we stop
the latecomer transfer: right after, the first-comer opens its congestion window again,
saturating the link.

This behavior can be explained considering that LEDBAT aimsat introducing a
fixed targetamount of queuing delay in the bottleneck. The bottom plot ofFig. 1(b)
reports the offset from the fixed queuing delay target7 τ = 100ms measured by each
LEDBAT flow over time. At t = 0 the queue is empty, so the queuing delay is null

4See “Announcement” thread from theµTorrent forum http://forum.utorrent.com/
viewforum.php?id=4

5With an increase after Megaupload shutdown, though [14] already anticipated the P2P traffic raise.
6Packet level traces are also captured and post-processed asin [33] for cross-checking purposes: the

results, which we are unable to report here for lack of space,are in agreement with the application logs.
7Early version of the IETF draft specified a mandatory value ofτ = 25ms, while last versions suggest

τ = 100ms, as in the BEP-29. Notice also that, as shown in [7, 36], heterogeneous targetsτ can be cause
of further unfairness.
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and the offset sensed by the first flow equals the target. As thefirst flow grows its
window and starts transmitting causing queuing delay, the offset shrinks, until the target
is hit and the offset reaches zero: in this region, the congestion window settles and
the capacity is efficiently exploited. However as soon as thesecond flow starts, its
base delay measurement include a non-null queuing delay: more precisely, it senses
a queuing delay equal to the target, which is caused by the first comer, to which it
adds its own targetτ = 100ms. The latecomer thus sets a target higher than the first
one (double in this case), and aggressively starts climbingthe bottleneck. In its turn,
the first comer senses a growing queuing delay, which exceedsits own target (as a
negative offset from target means that the target is exceeded) and so it slows down its
own sending rate. This is an unfortunate situation, that canhowever be easily corrected
as we show in the following sections.

4. Current LEDBAT fairness issues

According to the original draft proposal [37], LEDBAT maintains a minimum One-
Way Delay (OWD) estimationDmin, which is used as base delay to infer the amount
of delay due to queuing. LEDBAT flows have a target queuing delayτ , i.e., they aim at
introducing a small, fixed, amount of delay in the queue of thebottleneck buffer. Flows
monitor the variations of the queuing delayq(t)−Dmin to evaluate the distance∆(t)
from the target:

∆(t) = (q(t)−Dmin)− τ, (1)

whereq(t) is the queueing delay measured at timet. The value of the offset∆(t) is
then used to drive the congestion window evolution, which isupdated packet-by-packet
at each acknowledgement reception as follows:

cwnd(t+ 1) =

{

cwnd(t) + α τ−∆(t)
τ

1
cwnd(t) if no loss,

1
2cwnd(t) if loss.

(2)

wheret is a discrete time variable that increments by 1 at each ACK arrival andcwnd(t)
is the congestion window at timet. The drawbacks of such a congestion window update
mechanism have been outlined in [8] and mainly consist in theintra-protocol unfairness
coupled with a poor calibration of the LEDBAT level of aggressiveness with respect to
TCP.

4.1. Impact of additive decrease

We proved in [8] that the unfairness arising from two competing LEDBAT flows
starting at different moments is due to theadditive decreasecomponentα τ−∆(t)

τ that
intervenes when∆(t) > τ . We thus argue that the additive decrease, rather than the
measurement errors, is the main cause of unfairness in the LEDBAT protocol; in other
words, the late-comer advantage is actually a fundamental drawback of the additive
decrease term, meaning that the original design is currently misguided.

Without loss of generality, let us consider the case ofN LEDBAT flows with the
same round trip timeR(t), sharing the same link of capacityC and finite buffer sizeB.

7



Each flowi ∈ N , with N = {1, 2, . . . , N}, starts atti ≥ 0, with t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tN
and with an initial congestion windowWi. Given the packet-level congestion window
dynamics in (2), we demonstrate the following statement.

Proposition 4.1 If N < B
τC , anddmax(tN ) , maxi,j∈N [W i(tN ) − W j(tN )] > 0,

then the system is unfair, i.e.,∃t∗ ≥ tN , such that∀t > t∗ dmax(t) > 0.

Proof 4.2 Given (2), a simple fluid representation of the window dynamics of flowi,
Wi(t), in continuous time, is:

dWi(t)

dt
=

1

R

τ −Q(t)

τ
, (3)

where we supposed for simplicityR(t) ≈ R, which is true for large propagation delay
(the proof can be easily extended to the case of variable round trip delays). Since the
estimated queuing delay can be different for each flow, depending on its stored base
delay, we replaceQ(t) byQi(t), i.e., the queue occupancy measured by each sender,
and simply observe thatQi(t) varies in the interval(Q(t)− (N − 1)τ,Q(t)). Indeed,
the last flow makes the largest error in the estimation of the queuing delay, because it
measures as base delay the actual propagation delay increased by(N − 1)τ , the sum
of the target delay of all preceding flows. It follows that,∀i, j ∈ N :

W i(t)−W j(t) =W i(tN )−W j(tN ) +

∫ t

tN

Qj(u)−Qi(u)

Rτ
du

where |Qj(t) − Qi(t)| is bounded by(N − 1)τ . Hence, if we chooset∗ equal to

tN + W i∗(tN )−W j∗(tN )
(N−1)/R , with (i∗, j∗) = argmaxi,j∈N W i(tN )−W j(tN ), we have:

dmax(t) , max
i,j∈N

W i(t)−W j(t)

≥ max
i,j∈N

W i(tN )−W j(tN ) +
(N − 1)

R
(t− tN )

=
(N − 1)

R

(

(t− tN ) +
W i(tN )−W j(tN )

N − 1
R

)

=
(N − 1)

R
(t− t∗) > 0, ∀t > t∗.

Observation 4.3 The fact that the system evolves towards an unfair state is strictly
related to the fact that the dynamic equations, describing the state of the system are
unstable. Besides equations (3) for the sources, we have:

dQ(t)

dt
=

N
∑

i=1

Wi

R
− C1Qt>0. (4)
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Equations (3),(4) define a linear system of ODEs with characteristic polynomial equal

to λN−1
(

λ2 +NCτR
)

. The corresponding eigenvalues areλ1 = 0, λ1,2 = ±i
√

N
Rτ ,

and the matrix associated with the system of ODEs is easily shown to be diagonaliz-
able by standard algebra. As the eigenvalues have zero real part, the system cannot
consequently be asymptotically stable. Being the matrix diagonalizable, the solution
is limited for everyt. However, the dependence to the initial condition never vanishes
because of the zero real part of the eigenvalues. In addition, the associated matrix
cannot be inverted because of the zero eigenvalue, which implies that the solution of
the system has an orbit around any(W1, . . . ,WN , Q) such that

∑

i Wi = RC, Q = τ .
In other words, the linear response of LEDBAT is never able tomake the stable point
reachable from any initial condition: this is the root causeof the observed latecomer
advantage phenomenon that we aim at solving in the following.

5. Proposed LEDBAT modification

To address the latecomer issue, we propose to modify the delay-based decrease
term andto introduce a multiplicative decreasecontinuously driven by the estimated
distance from the target,∆(t). Intuitively, the multiplicative window reduction re-
sponse to congestion allows the source sending rate to slow down enough to make a
stable (and fair) point always reachable. Clearly, to guarantee at the same time fairness
and protocol efficiency, a proper choice of the decrease factor has to be made, so as
to prevent significant (and unnecessary) drops in the congestion window. In addition,
we observe that the additive increase term as in (2) makes LEDBAT flows slow down
the increase factor until the targetτ is reached, in which case the window increase
completely stops. This clearly implies a smaller convergence to the target and hence
a minor efficiency if compared to the case of a constant additive increase factor inde-
pendent of∆(t). Based on the above observation, we propose to modify the increase
term as well, andto introduce an additive increaseaccording to a constant factorα as
in TCP Reno. In this way we expect to achieve better efficiencyperformance without
violating the low priority requirements as expressed in theLEDBAT draft. Indeed, by
selectingα ≤ 1 the additive increase component can be made at most as aggressive as
TCP. Summarizing the observation from the previous section, we propose to modify
the congestion window evolution as follows:

cwnd(t+ 1) =










cwnd(t) + α 1
cwnd(t) if no loss and∆ ≤ 0,

cwnd(t) + α 1
cwnd(t) −

ζ
τ∆ if no loss and∆ > 0,

1
2cwnd(t) if loss.

(5)

In the following sections we quantify the overall improvement deriving by such a
congestion window update by means of both afluid model, which provides a closed-
form characterization of the stationary throughput andsimulations, which allow the
study of more complex scenarios. In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the modi-
fied version of LEDBAT as fair-LEDBAT (fLEDBAT).
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Table 1: Notation
N Number of fLEDBAT flows
C Link capacity
{W i(t)}i=1,...,N Congestion windows at time t
{Xi(t)}i=1,...,N Instantaneous rates at time t
Qt Queue occupancy at time t
α Additive Increase factor
ζ Multiplicative Decrease factor
Rt Round trip time at time t
τ Queuing delay target

5.1. Fluid model description

In this section we develop a fluid model of the congestion window and hence of the
transmission rate of one or more fLEDBAT flows, aimed at capturing first order system
dynamics. The congestion window is now a continuous variable both in time and in
space,W (t) (the remainder of the notation is summarized in Tab.1). We consider the
case ofN fLEDBAT flows sharing the same link of capacityC and experiencing the
same8 Round Trip TimeRt. In addition, we make the following assumptions:

• The round trip timeRt is defined by the sum of twice the propagation delay,R,
transmission delay1/C and queueing delayq(t). We further assume that the
propagation delay is predominant, i.e.,Rt ≈ R.

• The queueing delayq(t) is defined as ratio of the queue occupancyQt at timet
divided by the link capacityC, i.e., q(t) = Q(t)/C. Thus, we assume that the
queuing delay informationinstantaneouslypropagates to the sender, neglecting
thus the delay in the feedback loop.

• We assume that flows can correctly estimate the queuing delay, which is equiva-
lent toDmin = 0.

• By Little’s law, we assume that congestion windows and link rates are linked by
Xi

t = W i
t /Rt, ∀i = 1, ..., N .

Still, the assumption that flows can correctly estimate the queuing delay may not
hold in practice. As such, we expect that simulation resultsmay show an offset with
respect to the model predictions, which is due to this simplifying assumption. There
are however two main reasons for which we believe this assumption, which makes
the problem tractable, is also reasonable. First, additional mechanisms to enhance the
delay estimation accuracy could be then adopted in order to ameliorate the overall pro-
tocol performance: this has been done in previous work [25],and is also part of the
current BitTorrent effort [13] to reduce the measurement error and hence reinforcing
our assumptions. Second, a more fundamental reason is that the characterization of

8Though the model generalizes to the case of heterogeneous RTT, for the sake of simplicity in this paper
we focus on the homogeneous case.
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protocol dynamics in absence of such estimation error is a necessary step in the fLED-
BAT protocol design – as, even on simplistic settings, important properties of the pro-
tocol such as efficiency and fairness can beprovedto hold with the help of a rigorous
framework.

5.2. Fluid system dynamics

Let us consider the case of N fLEDBAT connections, whose congestion window
evolves according to (5). The corresponding flow-level congestion window evolution
is:

dWi(t)

dt
=

α

R
−

ζ

τ

(

Q(t)

C
− τ

)

Wi(t)

R
1Wi(t)≥01Q(t)≥Cτ , (6)

where we denote byWi(t) the instantaneous congestion window at timet for connec-
tion i in the fluid system. As we assume an approximately constant round trip delay,
we replaceRt by R in (6). The instantaneous queue occupancy instead satisfies:

dQ(t)

dt
=

N
∑

i=1

Wi(t)

R
− C1Q(t)≥0. (7)

where, in other words, only the flow that exceeds the capacitycreates queuing in the
buffer. Thus, the instantaneous rate of connectioni, Xi(t), satisfies:

dXi(t)

dt
=

α

R2
−

ζ

Rτ

(

Q(t)

C
− τ

)

Xi(t)1{X(t)≥0}1Q(t)≥Cτ (8)

and (7) can be re-written as:

dQ(t)

dt
=

N
∑

i=1

Xi(t)− C1Q(t)≥0. (9)

5.3. Main results

We now present the main results of this paper: namely, the existence of a unique and
globally stable solution. We also express, with closed formformulæ, the performance
of the protocol at the equilibrium, proving itsefficiencyandfairness– which was our
initial goal. Let us start by proving that the system admits aunique solution.

Proposition 5.1 The system of ODEs (8)-(9) admits the unique equilibriumP ∗ =
(X∗

1 , . . . , X
∗
N , Q∗)

X∗
i = C/N, i = 1, . . . , N Q∗ = Cτ +

Nατ

ζR
(10)

whereX∗
i andQ∗ denotes the stationary values ofXi andQ respectively.
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Proof 5.2 We consider the stationary regime by the condition(Ẋi, . . . , ẊN , Q̇) =
(0, . . . , 0)

Q̇ = 0 ⇔
N
∑

i

X∗
i = C,

Ẋi = 0 ⇔ 0 =
α

R2
−

ζ

RCτ
(Q∗ − Cτ)X∗

i ,

⇔ 0 =
α

R2
−

Nα

CR2
X∗

i ⇔ X∗
i = C/N, i = 1, . . . , N. (11)

Then, the following proposition states that this unique equilibrium is also globally
stable (see [42]).

Proposition 5.3 The system of ODEs (8)-(9) is globally stable inP ∗.

Proof 5.4 Let us writeX = (X1, . . . , XN ), we consider the trajectories of the point
(X, Q) ∈ R

N+1
+ driven by the ODEs (8)-(9). In the regionA = {x, q : 0 < q < Cτ},

the state equations simplify to:










Ẋi = α
R2 ⇒ Xi = Xi(0) +

α
R2 t, ∀i

Q̇ =
∑N

i=1 Xi − C ⇒

Q(t) = Q(0) + (
∑N

i=1 Xi(0)− C)t+ Nα
2R2 t

2

(12)

Clearly, for any(X(0), Q(0)) ∈ A, there exists a finitet ≥ 0 such that(Xt, Qt) /∈ A.
This means that all points(Xt, Qt) ∈ A are unstable. The unique equilibrium point
P ∗, calculated in Prop.5.1, is outsideA. For (X, Q) /∈ A, the state equations become:

{

Ẋi = α
R2 − ζ

CRτ (Q− Cτ)Xi

Q̇ =
∑N

i=1 Xi − C

We now use the technique of the Lyapunov function to show thatP ∗ is a stable point,
i.e., we have to show that there exist a functionVt defined in a neighborhood ofP ∗,
positively defined fort ≥ 0, with orbital derivative negatively semidefinite (in which
case, the solutionP ∗ is stable in the sense of Lyapunov, see [42] Theorems 8.1-8.3).
OutsideA, we define the Lyapunov function by:

V (X, Q) =

N
∑

i=1

(Xi −X∗
i )− log

(

Xi

X∗
i

)

+
ζ(Q−Q∗)2

2RCτ
(13)
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Clearly,V (P ∗) = 0, V (X, Q) ≥ 0 ∀(X, Q) /∈ A, and

V̇ (X, Q) =

N
∑

i=1

(Ẋi − Ẋi
X∗

i

Xi
) + Q̇

ζ(Q−Q∗)

RCτ
(14)

=

N
∑

i=1

Ẋi

Xi
(Xi −X∗

i ) + (Xi −X∗
i )

[

ζ(Q−Q∗)

RCτ

]

=

N
∑

i=1

(Xi −X∗
i )

[

α

XiR2
−

ζ(Q− Cτ)

RCτ
+

ζ(Q−Q∗)

RCτ

]

=
N
∑

i=1

(Xi −X∗
i )

[

α

XiR2
−

Nα

CR2

]

(15)

=
α

R2

N
∑

i=1

(Xi −X∗
i )

[

1

Xi
−

1

X∗
i

]

= −
α

R2

N
∑

i=1

(Xi −X∗
i )

2

XiX∗
i

.

ThereforeV̇ (X, Q) is negatively semidefinite for any ball including the equilibrium
pointP ∗. This proves thatP ∗ is an equilibrium globally stable as per [42].

Once we know that the system has a unique globally stable equilibrium, we want
to show what theconvergence rateof the system in a neighborhood of the equilibrium
is. This can easily be evaluated consideringlocal stabilityproperties of the system.

Proposition 5.5 The system of ODEs (8)-(9) is locally stable in the equilibriumP ∗ =
(X∗

1 , . . . , X
∗
N , Q∗)

Proof 5.6 We write(Ẋ1, . . . , ẊN , Q̇) = (f1, . . . , fN , g), for Xi > 0, Q > 0 wherefi
andg are defined as follows:

{

fi(X,Q) = α
R2 − ζ

CτR (Q− Cτ)Xi1Q(t)≥Cτ i = 1, ..., N

g(X,Q) =
∑N

i=1 Xi − C
(16)

Linearizing the system of ODEs inP ∗, and defining∆Xi = Xi−X∗
i , ∆Q = Q−Q∗,

andY = (∆X1, . . . ,∆XN ,∆Q) we obtain(f̃1, . . . , f̃N , g̃) = Ẏ = AY whereA is
a (N + 1)× (N + 1) square real matrix defined as follows:

A =









− α
CR2 0 · · · 0 − ζ

CτR

0 − α
CR2 · · · 0 − ζ

CτR
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1 1 · · · 1 0









The characteristic polynomial is then:
(

λ+
α

CR2

)N−1
(

λ2 +
α

CR2
λ+N

ζ

CτR

)

whose roots have all real part negative.
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Proposition 5.7 The solution of the system of ODEs (8)-(9) converges to the global
stable equilibriumP ∗ at a ratee−Θt with,

Θ =
α

CR2

(

1 + 1ζ≤ζ∗

√

1− ζ/ζ∗

2

)

andζ∗ = α2τ
4NCR3 .

Proof 5.8 We calculate the dominant eigenvalue of the matrixA, i.e., the eigenvalue
with the real part with the smallest absolute value.

To conclude, we summarize our main findings in the following observation, expressing
the results in terms of the expected performance of fLEDBAT.

Observation 5.9 Prop. 5.1,5.3,5.5,5.7 prove that the designed protocol is efficient
(X∗ = C), and long term fair (X∗

i = C/N ).
In addition the queuing delay (Q∗/C = τ + Nατ

CζR ) attains the targetτ by an error of
Nατ
CζR .

Thus, our initial goals of anefficientand fair protocol are met. Clearly, a number of
issues need further investigation (i.e., how the protocol performs in practice where not
all modeling assumptions hold, what is the impact of parameters and of packet-level
dynamics, how it performs against TCP, etc.) that we investigate in the next section by
means of a thorough simulation campaign in a number of different scenarios.

6. Simulation overview

So far we have developed a mathematical model of our new proposed protocol in
order to formally prove its properties. However, the model is based on a number of
simplifying assumptions and it neglects some aspects due topacket-level quantization
(i.e., queue length and congestion window in multiple of fixed-size packets as opposed
to continuous rate in the fluid model). Hence, in the remainder of this work we carry
out a thorough packet-levelns2 [2] simulation campaign, to cope with scenarios where
such assumptions do not hold. Our implementation is available as open-source at [1]:
besides, we point out that our code can be used as ans2 module in simulation, or as a
Linux kernel module for experimental studies9.

Unless otherwise stated, we consider a reference scenario consisting of a bottle-
neck link of capacityC = 10Mbps and buffer sizeB = 100 packets (about 4 times
the LEDBAT target). For the sake of simplicity, we consider fixed packet size equal to
P = 1500Bytes. Data flows in a single direction, and ACKs are not delayed, dropped
nor affected by cross-traffic on their return path (except inthe P2P scenarios reported

9Since the LEDBAT module is implemented usinginteger arithmeticonly, it can be run as a kernel
module; instead, as fLEDBAT employsfloating-point arithmetic, for the time being it can only be used as a
ns2 module.
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Figure 2: Comparison of (left) simulation and (right) numerical solution for (a) Rates and (b) Queue length.
The similar average values in left and right plots confirm a good fit between packet level simulation results
and flow level numerical results.

in Sec. 9.2). All flows have the same round trip timeRTT = 50ms, half of which is
due to the propagation and transmission delay components ofthe bottleneck link (i.e.,
a one-way base delay of25ms), to which we add a jittering component uniformly dis-
tributed in [0,1] ms to avoid synchronization issues. We defer the study of more realistic
scenarios, including heterogeneous delays, different access technologies, background
traffic and P2P-like traffic models to Sec. 9. As far as TCP flowsare concerned, we
select the NewReno flavor, enabling the selective acknowledgement SACK option due
to its growing widespread use [30]. By selecting the NewRenoflavor, we gather con-
servative results since we expect more recent TCP variants implemented by default in
Linux and Windows (respectively Cubic [35] and Compound [38]) operating systems
to be more aggressive than traditional NewReno flows. Each simulation point reported
in the following is the results of10 simulation runs, over which we gather the average
and standard deviation of the metrics under study.

However, we still need to provide evidence of the fluid model accuracy; we do so
by comparing the numerical solution of the fluid model withns2 simulation results.
We consider the simple network scenario described above, and two fLEDBAT flows
with the same target10 τ = 25ms. For the time being, we fix the decrease component
by settingζ = 0.1 (and explore the impact ofζ later on). To recreate the conditions for
the latecomer unfairness phenomenon, the two flows do not start at the same time, but
their start times are separated by a gap (2 seconds in the figure). The system state over
time is depicted in Fig. 2, which reports both the flow ratesX1, X2 (top) and the buffer
occupancyQt (bottom) gathered either by numerical solution (right) orns2 simula-
tion (left). As a general comment, the numerical solution shows a good agreement with
the simulation results (although as expected packet-leveldynamic exhibits much wider
fluctuations, while the fluid model gives an average behavior). Indeed, notice that the

10Notice that delay targetτ was initially set to 25 ms in the IETF draft and to 100 ms in the BEP-29 spec-
ification. However, as shown in [7], provided that all flows have thesame target value, which is furthermore
set to a valuenot exceeding the buffer size, the actual value ofτ is not critical. Hence, results shown in the
following are valid for both target settings.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of fLEDBAT dynamics with (a) chunk-basedζ = 0.01 and (b) backloggedζ = 5
traffic models.

averageof queue occupancy and flow rates yielded by the fluid system closely matches
the simulation dynamics (for the sake of readability, we plot themoving averageof the
queue length gathered via simulation alongside the instantaneous occupancy). As ex-
pected, both numerical and simulation results show that thecapacity is, after an initial
transient phase, fairly shared among flows (i.e.,Xi ≈ C/2, ∀i) and that furthermore
the queuing delay target is reached (i.e.,Qt ≈ Cτ ).

In the following we study several aspects of the LEDBAT protocol family, that we
separately report to better isolate their effect. Sec. 7 addresses the impact of different
traffic modelson protocol performance, considering backlogged vs chunk-by-chunk
transfers. Then, Sec. 8 addresses asensitivity analysisof the protocol toζ parameter
variation. Finally, Sec. 9 compares LEDBAT and fLEDBAT under heterogeneous P2P-
like scenarios.

7. Impact of traffic model

In this section we assess how the fLEDBAT protocol deals withdifferent kinds of
traffic. Besides the classical backlogged transfer, we simulate a chunk-based transfer,
which mimics the behavior of a BitTorrent data exchange between two peers.

7.1. Chunk-by-chunk transfer

In this scenario, we consider sources that continuously transmit chunks of data,
where each chunk has the typical BitTorrent size of250 kB (nearly170 full payload
packets). As soon as a chunk transmission ends (i.e., when the last acknowledgment for
that chunk has been received at the sender side), a new chunk transmission is scheduled
with the same peer. This traffic model, which emulates the dynamics of P2P traffic
exchange, differs from backlogged transfers in that, afterthe last data packet of a chunk
has been sent, the source peer stops transmitting for aboutRTT seconds until the
matching acknowledgement is received, and a new chunk transmission can start (i.e.,
chunks transmission isnotpipelined). Notice also that we keep the congestion window
parameter across chunks (i.e., the congestion window isnot reset between subsequent
chunks exchanged with the same peer).
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Fig. 3-(a) reports the time evolution of the system dynamicswhenζ = 0.01: in the
left portion, congestion window and base delay estimation of the firstcomer (top) and
latecomer (bottom) flows are reported, while the right portion shows the distribution of
the queue length. We can see that, despite the latecomer initially has an incorrect view
of the base delay (as in LEDBAT), the multiplicative decrease phase of the firstcomer
allows the latter to correct its estimate, after which the performance share converges
to an equitable state. Due to (i) the continuous adjustment of AI and MD dynamics
and (ii) the fact that chunk transmission seldom pauses the transmission, the queue
is no longer stable as for the standard LEDBAT case [34], but fluctuates around the
occupancy value predicted by the model (represented by a solid vertical line).

7.2. Backlogged transfer

In the case of backlogged transmission, a latecomer phenomenon may still arise
depending on the value ofζ: indeed, whenζ is too small, the multiplicative decrease
component of the first flow is slower than the additive increase of the latecomer, which
is thus unable to correct its wrong estimation. However, provided thatζ is large enough
to let the queue flush, fLEDBAT can still reintroduce fairness.

Results for the backlogged scenario are reported in Fig. 3-(b) for ζ = 5. Especially,
the queue now seldom flushes, as it can be seen by the increasedprobability to have
a null queue length shown by the PDF. In turn, this helps latecomers gain a correct
view of the base delay. In this case though, the model slightly overestimates the queue
size: indeed, due to largerζ values, the congestion window fluctuations are now wider.
Also, as the queue flushes, the protocol is less efficient withrespect to the previous
cases, because the capacity is not fully utilized all the time.

We point out that, since fLEDBAT is designed to be a low-priority protocol, slight
inefficiency can be tolerable if they reintroduce correctness of operation in general
settings –especially if otherwise this could have serious consequences, as in the case of
a latecomer long-lived backup starving the firstcomer.

8. Sensitivity analysis

In this section we carry out further simulations to assess the impact of the choice of
the parameterζ on the protocol performance. In order to gather a complete sensitivity
analysis of fLEDBAT parameters, we consider several scenarios: (i) a TCP NewReno
flow competing with a fLEDBAT flow, (ii) a LEDBAT flow competingwith a fLED-
BAT flow, (iii) two or more fLEDBAT flows competing at the same bottleneck. All
flows operate in chunk-by-chunk transmission mode.

As performance metrics, we considerfairness, efficiencyandprotocol breakdown
of the data transfer. Specifically, we use Jain fairness index F , which is defined as
F = (

∑N
i=1 xi)

2/(N ·
∑N

i=1 x
2
i ) wherexi is the rate of thei-th flow. Fairness tops

to F = 1 when bandwidth is perfectly shared among all flows, while it drops to a
minimum ofF = 1/N when one flow monopolizes the bottleneck leaving the others
N − 1 in starvation. Regarding the efficiency, we consider the link utilization metricη
defined as the ratio of the overall throughput (including headers) over the link capacity
C, i.e., η =

∑N
i=1 xi/C. For the sake of illustration, we also consider theprotocol
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breakdown, defined as the percentage of traffic sent by fLEDBAT sources over the
total traffic, which immediately conveys the level of low priority of fLEDBAT with
respect to other protocols competing at the same bottleneck.

8.1. Observations onα, τ and low-priority level

Since a careful sensitivity analysis focused on gainα and targetτ has already been
carried out in [7], in the following we briefly summarize the main lessons as far as these
two parameters are concerned, while we provide a thorough set of simulation results
for the newly introduced parameter, i.e., the decrease factor ζ.

Let us consider the target parameterτ first. Already in the homogeneous case of
several flow with equal settings, from [7] we gather that the performance of LEDBAT
can not be easily controlled by tuning the targetτ . Indeed, the low priority level can
be changed only when theCτ product approaches the buffer size – however changes
in the priority level are too steep for very small variationsof τ . Moreover, there is
no single value ofτ that can adapt to both low-capacity and high-capacity linksat
the same time: e.g., a queuing delay target of 100 ms translates into a 12.5 KB buffer at
1 Mbps, but it requires an amount of buffer that may not be available at higher capacities
(e.g., 12.5 MB at 1 Gbps). Finally, in the heterogeneous caseof several flows with
different settings, even a small difference between valuesof τ yield to extremely unfair
situations, with flows having largerτ being more aggressive. For this reason we do not
considerτ as a free parameter.

Let us now consider the gain parameterα: in this case, it is worth noting that
the increase component of fLEDBAT differs from the one of LEDBAT. Indeed, in
both protocols the growth is proportional toα, but while in LEDBAT the increase
is also proportional to the offset from the target (which means the congestion window
growth slows down when the estimated queuing delay approaches the target value), in
fLEDBAT the growth is unrelated to the delay offset. Therefore, the value ofα = 1 is
constrained in reason of the low-priority goal (so to match the1-packet-per-RTT TCP
growth in congestion avoidance).

Finally, due to the bounded target, fLEDBAT inherits from LEDBAT the lowest
possible level of priority [7] compared to NICE and to TCP-LP(which we cannot
elaborate further due to space constraints).

8.2. fLEDBAT vs TCP

Fig. 4(a) shows the efficiency and fairness performance whena single TCP and a
single fLEDBAT flow share the bottleneck; first of all, we can see that low-priority goal
is met, as TCP is enjoying the largest portion of the capacity(fLEDBAT breakdown
goes to 0% and fairness drops to1/N ). As expected, efficiency is high: as we already
observed in [34] for LEDBAT, fLEDBAT is still able to push some bytes on the link,
thereby increasing the overall link utilization with respect to the case where a single
TCP Reno pass through the bottleneck.

With the exception of extremely low values ofζ < 10−3 (which soften the effect of
the multiplicative decrease, and sharpen the impact of the Reno-like additive increase),
the low-priority goal is therefore satisfied. Thus, selecting ζ is not a concern as far as
heterogeneous fLEDBAT vs TCP scenarios are considered.
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Figure 4: Sensitivity analysis toζ: Efficiency, long-term fairness and protocol breakdown of afLEDBAT
flow sharing the bottleneck with (a) a TCP flow, (b) a LEDBAT flow.

8.3. fLEDBAT vs LEDBAT
Fig. 4(b) shows the efficiency and fairness performance whena single fLEDBAT

flow and a LEDBAT share the bottleneck. We randomize the starttime of both flows
in the [0,10] sec interval, so that the latecomer can be either of the two protocols. In
this case, we infer that fLEDBAT is generally more aggressive (due to the AI dynamic)
until ζ grows too large, in which case the reverse happens (due to theMD dynamic).
Specifically, less than 20% of the bottleneck is occupied by LEDBAT whenζ < 10−2.
For larger values ofζ though, LEDBAT becomes increasingly competitive with fLED-
BAT: the crossover happens at aboutζ = 5, after which fLEDBAT becomes even lower
priority than LEDBAT.

In no case, however, the share is fair and a latecomer phenomenon may still arise.
Consider that, when LEDBAT starts first and saturates the bottleneck, it induces a very
steady queue. Therefore, when an fLEDBAT latecomer flow arrives on the bottleneck,
it measures an incorrect base delay. However, as LEDBAT reacts with a linear de-
crease to the increasing delay, the fLEDBAT latecomer will not have the opportunity
to correct its estimate – as it otherwise does whenever the firstcomer flow reacts with a
multiplicativedecrease to the increasing delay. Hence, whenζ is small, the fLEDBAT
latecomer can starve the LEDBAT flow.

8.4. fLEDBAT vs fLEDBAT
We finally consider the intra-protocol scenario in which twofLEDBAT flows share

the bottleneck. We set the start time of latecomer flow tot = 10 s, which was shown
in [34] to represent a worst case scenario for the fairness index. Fig. 5(a) reports results
for varyingζ, focusing on efficiency and fairness metrics. From the figure, it is clear
that fLEDBAT is able to operate fairly and efficiently under awide range of parameters.
Overall, taking into account also the previous remark in theintra-protocol fLEDBAT
vs TCP scenario, we have that any value ofζ in the gray shaded zone yields to an
efficient, fair and low-priority system.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity analysis toζ: (a) Efficiency, long-term fairness and protocol breakdownof two fLED-
BAT flows; (b) variation of the intra-fairness index of fLEDBAT, for different values ofζ and a growing
number of flows.

8.5. Tuningζ for multiple-flows scenario.

In this scenario we present results for a varying number of fLEDBAT flows compet-
ing at the bottleneck, with inN ∈ [2, 10]. Everyk-th flow arrive attk = k10 s, and we
evaluate the performance only after theN -th last flow has arrived at the bottleneck. Re-
sults are reported in Fig. 5(b), where we select a few values of ζ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5}
from the shaded gray zone of Fig. 5(a). As can be seen, it is always possible to find
a value ofζ that guarantees fairness for the whole set of flows, with any values in the
range providing good results for the number of flows that are typically concurrently
active in BitTorrent. Moreover, the very same values ofζ that provide fair resource
share, were already shown to provide efficient use of the resources forN = 2 flows in
Fig. 5(a), which clearly holds forN > 2 (omitted to avoid cluttering the pictures).

9. P2P Scenarios

In order to compare fLEDBAT vs LEDBAT performance under other conditions,
closer to the BitTorrent use-case, we finally consider a chunk-based scenario that (i)
loosely mimics the behavior of BitTorrent peers, (ii) employs Internet-like heteroge-
neous delays and access rates, (iii) considers background traffic and coupled queues,
(iv) addresses the impact of chunk sizes.

We consider two different scenarios: first a single BitTorrent peer and a single
queue in isolation, using a more sophisticated traffic modeland observing the effect
of delay heterogeneity alone. Second, we study a BitTorrentswarm-like scenario, as
close as possible to the actual target application scenarioof LEDBAT, with 100 peers
continuously exchanging data among them. In this case, the state of queues is no
longer independent, as data traffic mixes with acknowledgement traffic in the reverse
direction, causing a coupling of the congestion controllers as well. To gather even more
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realistic results, we finally add HTTP-like background traffic to the swarm scenario,
studying its impact on congestion controls dynamics.

Before presenting the results of our simulations, it is worth saying a few words
on the traffic model we use to simulate a BitTorrent peer. Likea real BitTorrent
source [12], our simulated peers open a number of connections to otherN peers, but
they actively exchange chunks of data with only a restrictednumberM < N of the
available peers at the same time (set toM = 5 andN = 10). We employed differ-
ent chunk sizes, ranging from 250 KB - 4096 KB [29], using 250 KB chunks unless
otherwise stated. At the end of each chunk transmission, thesender chooses the next
destination peer as follows: with apersistence probabilityPP , the sender will send an-
other chunk to the same peer, keeping the congestion window settings; with probability
(1− PP ), the sender will choose an inactive neighbor at random, resetting in this case
the congestion window to 1. A detailed discussion of the meaning of different values
of PP is found later on.

We point out that the goal of this work is not on assessing the impact of LEDBAT
on BitTorrent, for which we invite the reader to our previouswork [39, 40]. Hence,
we chose not to implement all the application-level detailsof a BitTorrent source (e.g.,
tit-for-tat, optimistic unchoking, signaling, etc.). Rather, our objective is assessing that
fLEDBAT does not worsen flow-level performance with respectto LEDBAT: hence,
we argue that this simpler traffic model is a good approximation of the actual peer
interaction given our purpose.

As far as network conditions are concerned, we consider bothFTTH symmetricac-
cess capacities (C = 10Mbps,B = 100 packets, default unless otherwise stated) and
ADSL asymmetriccapacities (C = 1Mbps uplink,C = 8Mbps downlinkB = 100
packets). To add further realism, we simulate both ahomogeneousnetwork setup (i.e.,
in which all peers have the same propagation delayRTT = 50ms) as well ashetero-
geneousscenario (default unless otherwise stated) where the propagation delay of the
access link of each peer is distributed according to realistic delay measurement [43],
with mean equal to 37.9 ms.

9.1. Single peer perspective
Let us start by considering a single peer behind a FTTH connection, exchanging

250 KB chunks with peers chosen according to the algorithm described above: when
a chunk transfer is completed, the source keeps the same destination peer with a prob-
ability PP , and changes it with probability(1 − PP ). fLEDBAT and LEDBAT are
simulated separately, i.e., all peers either use the formeror the latter protocol, and we
consider both an homogeneous and heterogeneous delay scenario. For fLEDBAT we
set the parameterζ = 0.1, which yielded good performance in the sensitivity analysis.

In our experiments we explore the full range ofPP ∈ [0.1]. AsPP → 0, we expect
the performance of the two protocols to be close: indeed, when connections are reset
every 170-th packet (which corresponds to 250 KB chunks), the protocols are basically
always in transient state and the target is not even likely reached during a chunk trans-
fer. Conversely, differences are expected to arise in the more stable scenariosPP → 1,
where congestion parameters are kept across chunks. Actually, we expect a real BitTor-
rent source to have a behavior similar to a sender withPP ≥ 0.8: in fact, one source
normally tries to keep 4 out of the 5 “best” (i.e., higher capacity) peers while at the
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Figure 6: P2P-like scenarions: (a) Efficiency and fairness of fLEDBAT in the homogeneous vs heterogeneous
RTT scenarios; (b) Fairness in FTTH and ADSL swarm-like scenarios, with and without background HTTP
traffic

same time continuously discovering new, potentially “better”, peers (i.e., by means of
optimistic unchoking).

Results of the comparison are reported, in term of efficiencyand fairness, in Fig. 6(a).
Since flows are no longer backlogged, from now on we considershort-term fairness,
measured at 1 Hz rate (i.e., corresponding to a good tradeoffbetween a minimum num-
ber of RTTs to have statistically meaningful results, and a maximum time lag, as flows
may die out after a single chunk transfer). Notice that we expect short-term fairness
to be harder to achieve than the long-term fairness considered in the previous sections
(hence we expect lowerF values).

At first glance, we remark that under all scenarios andPP values, fLEDBAT is
more efficient (due to AI) and fair (due to MD) with respect to LEDBAT, and the gain
is more evident exactly in the operational range of BitTorrent (i.e., PP ≥ 0.8). In
the homogeneous case depicted in the two plots on the left, asexpected, the fairness
gap exacerbates asPP → 1: in this case, fLEDBAT ability to correctly measure the
base delay leads to an increase of the fairness metric. On thecontrary, LEDBAT fair-
ness decreases asPP grows, due to the latecomer issue: the effect is stronger when
PP = 1, as in this case the unfair situation persists through the whole duration of the
experiment and leads to a consistent drop ofF . Similar considerations hold for the
heterogeneous case (see plots on the right), although in this case the heterogeneous de-
lays introduceRTT unfairness in both fLEDBAT and LEDBAT, reducing the absolute
value ofF (i.e., we do not attempt to account for theRTT bias in the fairness defi-
nition). However,RTT unfairness does not translate into serious issues (such as long
time starvation), and fLEDBAT always guarantees a fairnesshigher than LEDBAT (as
latecomer advantage disappears).

As far as efficiencyη is concerned, when the congestion window parameters are
reset at every chunk transmission (PP = 0), the link capacity is not fully utilized even
in the homogeneous case. The heterogeneous case further adds inefficiency, as flows
with higherRTT increase their congestion window more slowly, hence further wasting
link capacity. However, it is worth pointing out that the additive increase component
of fLEDBAT makes it more efficient than LEDBAT under any circumstance, while the
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multiplicative decrease component guarantees at the same time its lower-priority with
respect to TCP.

9.2. Entire swarm perspective
We now consider an entire swarm, where 100 peers continuously exchange data

among them using 5 parallel upload slots, as in BitTorrent: hence, the uplink queue
of each peer contains a mix of (i) data packets being uploadedto the swarm and (ii)
acknowledgement packets related to data being downloaded from the swarm. As this
happens for each queue, P2P traffic interacts both in the forward and backward direc-
tions. Notice also that the end-to-end congestion controlsof data transfers are tightly
coupled in a non-trivial way, as in our model each peer maintains multiple connections
to a set of other peers, which moreover dynamically evolve over time. We do not try
to model all BitTorrent dynamics (e.g., chunk trading logic), but rather assumes that
peers are always able to find content where they seek it (i.e.,a large file where there
is enough chunk diversity in the system). Therefore, we do not attempt at measuring
application-level statistics, such as the torrent download time, but rather focus on the
transport-layer fairness statistics.

Unlike the previous scenario, here we fix the persistence probability toPP = 0.8.
As shown in the former experiment, each interruption in datatransmission favors LED-
BAT for the consequent draining of the queue lets the protocol correct the base delay
estimation. Under this consideration, since BitTorrent optimistic unchoking happens
on 1 slot out of 5 at low rate (each 30 seconds),P = 0.8 corresponds to a lower bound
(since the chunk transfer can be much shorter than 30 seconds) and gives an optimistic
(thus, conservative) estimate for LEDBAT fairness. Moreover, our simulation model
also introduces anidle RTT(i.e., time elapsed between the transmission of the last data
packet of a chunk and the reception of its acknowledgment) before a new chunk is sent
to a persistent peer, that actual BitTorrent systems avoid by means of request pipelining
and that thus further simplifies the LEDBAT task. However, wecan partly compensate
for this effects by employing larger chunks.

Since homogeneous and heterogeneous RTT scenarios yieldedqualitatively similar
results, in the following we only consider heterogeneous delay settings for more real-
ism, with either FTTH or ADSL access. Finally, we also simulate a scenario where
peers browse the Web while participating in the swarm: in particular we add an HTTP
source from which peers download Web-pages (files with a sizeuniformly distributed
in the range[0 − 512] KB) using traditional TCP. There are always 25 peers, selected
at random, with active HTTP downloads, so that a quarter of the total swarm is always
involved in short interactive background Web transfers.

Short-term fairness results are shown in Fig. 6(b): first, notice that the coupling of
queues is more beneficial for the fairness index (for both LEDBAT and fLEDBAT) with
respect to the single queue scenario shown in Fig. 6(a). At the same time, in all cases
fLEDBAT consistently achieves higher fairness than LEDBAT. Larger chunk sizes,
as expected, badly affect LEDBAT because they reduce the number of transmission
interruptions (which helped in emptying the queues). Conversely, fLEDBAT appears
almost insensitive to chunk size.

Comparing ADSL with FTTH scenarios, we see that in the lattercase a further
cause of unfairness may arise: indeed, as capacities are symmetric and one peer may
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have several downloads ongoing (only upload slots are limited in number), downlink
can become a bottleneck as well (e.g., in real systems this may happen in case of pop-
ular torrents with many seeds). The impact of background HTTP traffic is instead
beneficial to the fairness of both fLEDBAT and (especially) LEDBAT: this is due to
the fact that peers downloading HTTP data will send out a burst of acknowledgement
packets, that possibly cause buffer overflows in the uplink queues (which assist in rais-
ing fairness in LEDBAT, as shown in [34]). Background traffichas instead a smaller
impact on fLEDBAT, as the protocol achieves higher fairnesswithout external help.

10. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed modifications to the LEDBAT congestion control algo-
rithm that not only are able to achievelow-priority inter-protocol (i.e., against TCP)
andefficiency intra-protocol(e.g., with other fLEDBAT flows), but also reintroduce
intra-protocol fairness, solving thus the late-comer issues of the original LEDBAT
proposal.

To model the protocols dynamic we used a fluid-model approachwhich allows, on
the one hand, to detect the main issue at the base of LEDBAT unfairness (i.e., the addi-
tive decrease component) and on the other hand, to prove the correctness of fLEDBAT
design. We also derived closed-form expressions for the average rate and queue length
in the general case withN sources. Furthermore, by means of packet-level simulations,
we further assess that fLEDBAT can safely operate under a number of scenarios (such
as chunk-by-chunk and backlogged transmission) as it is notsensitive to parameter se-
lection and operates reasonably well under a wide range of parameters. Finally, we
tested the protocol in multiple-flows P2P-like realistic scenarios with heterogeneous
RTTs and transfer emulating the operations of a BitTorrent peer, the original target
application for LEDBAT.

Results show that fLEDBAT not only solves the fairness issuefor backlogged flows,
but maintains the same good properties of LEDBAT– that is, ityields to TCP while
exploiting the spare bandwidth. Overall, we see that our proposed modifications lead
to a demonstrable improvement in performance with respect to LEDBAT, in terms of
both fairness and efficiency, especially for the case of backlogged connections. At the
same time, our simulations confirm the robustness of fLEDBATeven under realistic
heterogeneous network conditions on which BitTorrent can be expected to operate.

Apart from the intra-protocol unfairness, which was solvedin the general case this
work, in our opinion there is still a critical point in the LEDBAT algorithm defini-
tion that remains an open issue. This issue, described in [7,36] and debated in the
LEDBAT IETF working group mailing list, concerns the use of afixedqueuing delay
target. Such fixed settings (which are referred to as “magic numbers” in the mailing
list) are indeed not a good practice, as they may lead to undesirable behavior: as a
matter of fact, not compliant implementation may set a higher target with respect to
the mandatory standard values (i.e., malicious backloggedusers can hence easily ob-
taining an unfair advantage over compliant users). Furthermore, a fixed queuing delay
target is not scaling with the link capacity: i.e., while 100ms queuing may be reason-
able for today’s ADSL modem (with large buffer size relatively to their narrow uplink
capacities), this will not scale when high capacity Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) access
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will be ubiquitous. However, while fixed settings are not robust against malicious or
misconfigured implementations, at the same time there is no obvious way of defining
anadaptivetarget without loosing a bounded guarantees on the additional delay, that
interactive applications would like to keep as small as possible.
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